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 How amazing is our Earth?  Well a little information that really made me amaze is that 
orbit of the earth is elliptical, there are times where it is away from the sin and close to the sun 
that’s why the length of the day and night is not uniform throughout the year, when it reaches the 
point where it is far that’s aphelion, when close that’s perihelion.  There are so many ways for us 
to appreciate the beauty of our planet.  But it is so disgusting when we are about to think on 
what’s going on now around us.  Let’s just try to use our common senses.  We are the one 
responsible for it.  It’s just like destroying our own tomorrow.   
 
 Latest inventions are everywhere, we are modern or shall we say High Tech generation. 
But to the extend, unconsciously we are missing up our planet day by day.  So much talk, 
publicity, so many rallies and campaigns but so little has been done to help save mother earth.  
We have limited air but still we are polluting it not knowing what will be effect of it.  We should 
consider the next generation for them to utilize fresh air too.  Once one of the living things living 
in this planet we should be eco-conscious.  Why?   
 
 There is a very simple reason:  we live on one earth and it is the only place we can live 
right now.  If we treat it like the city dump it becomes dirty and unlivable.  If we treat well by 
being eco-conscious the earth stays a clean place, perfect for living, for ourselves, next 
generations, and our children.  Nothing last forever, not even our planet earth.  Am I right?  But 
if we can make some move to contribute for the betterment, we can try to do our bit by recycling, 
plant trees, and avoid throwing trash anywhere making our surroundings polluted.  Let’s do it 
now before it will be too late for us to make these moves. 
 
 Love the earth as we value our life. 
 


